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AbsolutePrivacy is a feature-rich personal information manager that comes in handy to everyone who wants to organize their
personal and professional lives with ease. Plan appointments, store your thoughts and handle valuable info It offers a calendar to
schedule assignments and tasks, a memo and diary to store your thoughts and ideas, a budget manager and a private vault for
sensitive data. The program is wrapped in a clear-cut and user-friendly layout, structured into a simple panel that packs all the
provided functions and a small toolbar. It's recommended to run the app in administrator mode to avoid any errors. Set up your
database and password From the start, you are prompted to create and name your database, and input a unique password. Make
sure you remember the key as you won't be able to access the data. The calendar can be switched between daily, weekly and
monthly mode. Right-clicking on it brings up the context menu, where you can plan a new appointment or an all day event. Plan
daily chores and important events For each meeting, you have to enter the date, subject, location, additional notes, duration,
start and end time, along with recurrence (e.g. daily, weekly, monthly, yearly) and if the assignment is private. For tasks, you can
fill in the description, annotation, priority (low, normal, high), due date and if it's completed already. Plus, it's possible to make
custom categories to organize your activities better. Enter and filter numerous contacts AbsolutePrivacy lets you add and store
your personal or work-related contacts by inputting the full name, address, job, company, websites, spouse, children and gender,
as well as phone numbers, birth date, anniversary and group (e.g. family, work, spa, health). Save important details and write
ideas in the diary You have the option to store in the journal your private thoughts and daily encounters, to handle all the
payments and incomes, as well as view the report for each group. Last but not least, it's possible to keep track of valuable and
sensitive information, such as web logins, email accounts, credit cards and PINs, FTP servers or software keys. Comprehensive
life organizer and scheduler Taking everything into account, AbsolutePrivacy is a reliable application designed to offer handy
options to organize your life efficiently. It comes with an event and task scheduler, along with a contact, data and budget
manager. .
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AbsolutePrivacy is a feature-rich personal information manager that comes in handy to everyone who wants to organize their
personal and professional lives with ease. Plan appointments, store your thoughts and handle valuable info It offers a calendar to
schedule assignments and tasks, a memo and diary to store your thoughts and ideas, a budget manager and a private vault for
sensitive data. The program is wrapped in a clear-cut and user-friendly layout, structured into a simple panel that packs all the
provided functions and a small toolbar. It's recommended to run the app in administrator mode to avoid any errors. Set up your
database and password From the start, you are prompted to create and name your database, and input a unique password. Make
sure you remember the key as you won't be able to access the data. The calendar can be switched between daily, weekly and
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AbsolutePrivacy is a feature-rich personal information manager that comes in handy to everyone who wants to organize their
personal and professional lives with ease. Plan appointments, store your thoughts and handle valuable info It offers a calendar to
schedule assignments and tasks, a memo and diary to store your thoughts and ideas, a budget manager and a private vault for
sensitive data. The program is wrapped in a clear-cut and user-friendly layout, structured into a simple panel that packs all the
provided functions and a small toolbar. It's recommended to run the app in administrator mode to avoid any errors. Set up your
database and password From the start, you are prompted to create and name your database, and input a unique password. Make
sure you remember the key as you won't be able to access the data. The calendar can be switched between daily, weekly and
monthly mode. Right-clicking on it brings up the context menu, where you can plan a new appointment or an all day event. Plan
daily chores and important events For each meeting, you have to enter the date, subject, location, additional notes, duration,
start and end time, along with recurrence (e.g. daily, weekly, monthly, yearly) and if the assignment is private. For tasks, you can
fill in the description, annotation, priority (low, normal, high), due date and if it's completed already. Plus, it's possible to make
custom categories to organize your activities better. Enter and filter numerous contacts AbsolutePrivacy lets you add and store
your personal or work-related contacts by inputting the full name, address, job, company, websites, spouse, children and gender,
as well as phone numbers, birth date, anniversary and group (e.g. family, work, spa, health). Save important details and write
ideas in the diary You have the option to store in the journal your private thoughts and daily encounters, to handle all the
payments and incomes, as well as view the report for each group. Last but not least, it's possible to keep track of valuable and
sensitive information, such as web logins, email accounts, credit cards and PINs, FTP servers or software keys. Comprehensive
life organizer and scheduler Taking everything into account, AbsolutePrivacy is a reliable application designed to offer handy
options to organize your life efficiently. It comes with an event and task scheduler, along with a contact, data and budget
manager. 1

What's New In?

Features: -- • Organize your life with ease • Add events, tasks and memos to the diary • Start to-do lists to manage your daily to-
do lists • Create multiple and recurring appointments to plan your daily routine • Price calculator to calculate your expenses •
Keep track of your expenses • Price tag to estimate your expenses based on your needs • Create multiple balance sheets based
on your needs • Track your expenses and incomes • Spending diary to keep track of your incomes and expenditures • Create
multiple budgets • Set up your own credit cards for online purchases • Record your transaction details in a safe database •
Record your income and expenses for your daily to-do list • Create a holiday calendar to plan your holidays • Create a family
calendar to plan your family activities • Create a spa calendar to plan your spa activities • Create a health calendar to plan your
health activities • Personal information manager to store your personal information • Privacy database to store your personal
information and data • Database manager to view your private information in details • Save your web logins, email accounts,
credit cards, PINs • And much more AbsolutePrivacy Contact: If you have any questions or problems, feel free to contact us by
Email: support@absolute-privacy.com Absolute Privacy is a feature-rich personal information manager that comes in handy to
everyone who wants to organize their personal and professional lives with ease. Plan appointments, store your thoughts and
handle valuable info It offers a calendar to schedule assignments and tasks, a memo and diary to store your thoughts and ideas, a
budget manager and a private vault for sensitive data. The program is wrapped in a clear-cut and user-friendly layout, structured
into a simple panel that packs all the provided functions and a small toolbar. It's recommended to run the app in administrator
mode to avoid any errors. Set up your database and password From the start, you are prompted to create and name your
database, and input a unique password. Make sure you remember the key as you won't be able to access the data. The calendar
can be switched between daily, weekly and monthly mode. Right-clicking on it brings up the context menu, where you can plan
a new appointment or an all day event. Plan daily chores and important events For each meeting, you have to enter the date,
subject, location, additional notes, duration, start and end time
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System Requirements For AbsolutePrivacy:

PST 12/19/2018 STARTING OPTIONS You must be at least 13 years old to register for the event. On-site registration is
required and will be available at the event. You must bring your own computer to the event and bring a webcam. You may also
bring a phone if you wish to use your existing one with the included White Noise app. The device you bring must also support
Microsoft Windows OS 7/8/8.1. If you bring a phone, you will need to download the White Noise app for Windows from
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